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Abstract. The development of modern informational-communication technologies has led to 
the occurrence of the new unique sociocultural phenomenon – a network culture, with irony as 
the dominating rhetoric. In the space of network culture, under digital technologies, the forms, 
types, and functions of art, and creativity in general, change. The paper states that communica-
tion becomes the main function of art, while a work of art more and more becomes an object 
of communication. The authors propose to broaden the volume of creativity conception, going 
beyond the classical interpretation towards a broader understanding of this phenomenon, namely, 
creativity as bricolage. The methodological basis of the bricolage model of creativity, relevant for 
the new media art, is the concept of “bricolage” developed by Claude Lévi-Strauss.
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Introduction
The epoch between the two world wars of the 20th century is usually defined as the period 
incredibly fruitful in terms of creativity. Notably, almost simultaneously in 1936, two signifi-
cant, virtually program, while essentially opposite works on art, nature and essence of a work 
of art were published. These are the papers by Martin Heidegger The Origin of the Work of 
Art (German: Der Ursprung des Kunstwerkes, originally published in 1950) and Walter Ben-
jamin “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” (1936, originally published 
in 1935). In the context of the topic under discussion, we focused on the work by Benjamin.
In his work, Benjamin shows that, with the appearance of new technical means, not 
only the techniques of the works of art reproduction change, but also the very notion of 
art. Moreover, the new techniques of the works of art reproduction generated a new type of 
culture – mass culture, by making art more accessible for a common user.
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After nearly 100 years, continuing the logic of Benjamin, we have to ponder over the 
question if changes in art take place due to development of new information-communication 
and advanced digital technologies, to emergence of the Internet and social media, which 
became a habitat for works of art. Emergence of new technologies in the second half of the 
20th century not only changed the techniques of the works of art reproduction but also 
generated new genres – digital art.
Finally, the network culture produces also new genres of art – digital art and new media 
art. Digital art is a special kind of art, created with modern computer technologies and, there-
fore, implying that the only space of existence of such works of art is digital environment. 
This kind of art includes such genres as digital painting, hypertext literature, ASCII art, pixel 
art, demoscene, ANSI art, digital poetry, etc.
The notion close to digital art is new media art. New media art is a broader notion, in-
cluding not only art created with digital technologies but also with classical means, which, 
in case of its further digitalization and placing into the digital environment (like the context 
of social networks), acquires certain new qualities. In the context of this paper we focused 
on new media art.
This distinction between the narrow and the broad interpretations of digital art as re-
search objects is close to the opposition of “new media” and “cyberculture” by Lev Manovich: 
“Cyberculture is focused on the social and on networking; new media is focused on the 
cultural and computing” (2003, p. 16). Unlike Manovich, who focused on “new media”1, we 
focus on “cyberculture” in this article.
Besides the emergence of new media art, the development of information-communication 
and digital technologies resulted in forming a peculiar type of culture – network culture. The 
notion of “network” is also used in various meanings: in the broad sociological meaning to 
denote a peculiar structure of social contacts, inherent to the society in any historical epochs, 
and in a more narrow sense, characteristic for the modern informational society, to denote 
various social networking services existing in the online space only, like Twitter, Facebook, 
etc. Hence, it is necessary to specify the notion of network culture. In this article, we will view 
network culture as a kind of culture appearing in cyberspace during virtual communication 
between the members of online communities in social media, chats, forums, etc. (see Safina, 
2017). The network culture is a specific kind of communication, presenting and perceiving 
information in the Internet, including the rules of communication between the members of 
online communities, specific ethic norms, esthetic canons, and language. It should be noted 
that the feature of network culture is that any work of art (even if initially created without 
using information-communication technologies), being digitalized and getting into the space 
of network culture, undergoes significant metamorphoses. Network culture is not just an 
external, indifferent context of new media art existence – it determines the specificity of a 
1 It should be noted that in his further works Manovich, analyzing the development of “new media” in the digital 
epoch, came to the conclusion that “the software for making and editing and the digital processes for producing 
cultural objects gradually substituted all previous types of cultural tools” (2017, p. 8). Within his concept of “cul-
tural software”, he introduced the notion of “software culture”, which is not reduced to digital art or new media 
technologies only. The software, which Manovich figuratively calls the universal engine of modern world, provides 
various cultural practices, including social networking (2013, p. 23).
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work of art circulation, the features of its perception by a spectator, the relations between the 
author and a spectator, and the functions of art.
Moreover, one may assume that the appearance of new media art should lead if not to 
changing then, at least, to broadening of the very notion of art, which is a generic notion for 
the new kinds of artistic creativity.
Scientific novelty consists in the attempt to show how digital communication technologies 
may influence the ontology of an artistic creation, as well as to demonstrate the new aspects 
of creativity phenomenon, revealed in the very being of an artistic creation in the context 
of network culture.
1. Literature review
When analyzing the topic, the authors relied on the understanding of the essence of art, 
its interrelation with historical conditions in the broad context, including the technological 
bases presented in the works by Benjamin (1936), Kandinsky (1910), on the tradition of re-
searching the informational society and network communication formats, originating from 
the works by Bell (1973), McLuhan (1964), McLuhan and Fiore (1967), Toffler (1980), and 
Castells (2000, 2001). The paper continues the vector of critical review of media-technologies 
set by Barbrook and Cameron (1996) and Carr (2004). To reveal the specificity of network 
culture, the authors turned to the works by Lovink (2009, 2013), Boyd and Ellison (2007), 
Safina (2017), and Safina, Leontyev, Gaynullina, Leontyeva, and Khalilova (2018). The forma-
tion of creative society and its criteria, the empirical indices, including individual creativity, 
were considered in the works by Florida (2002), Howkins (2007), and Kačerauskas (2017); 
their dialectical interaction with the network culture and new forms of art is presented in 
the works by Fürst, Ghisletta, and Lubart (2012), Lavrinec (2014), and Pryshchenko (2019). 
Analysis of transformation of the digital communication technologies influence on art, of 
the change of its essence and functions under new conditions was carried out relying on the 
works by Campanelli (2010), Erofeeva and Fedorov (2014), Coeckelbergh (2018), Shanken 
(2016), and Skidan (2007). When analyzing the transformations which the “author–spec-
tator” relations undergo within network culture, we took into consideration the ideas by 
Barthes (1967) and Martynov (2015).
2. Results and discussion
2.1. A work of art in the context of network culture
The specificity of new media art is determined not only by technical means used to create 
and/or reproduce a work of art, but also the features of the cultural context (network culture). 
Below we consider these features of network culture.
An essential specific feature of network culture is, first of all, its transnational and exter-
ritorial character. Here a perpetual mixing of ethno-cultural codes and symbolic rows from 
various epochs takes place, as well as creation of new realities and spaces. At that, the cultural 
codes and symbolic rows do not only neighbor each other but interact, intricately overlap 
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each other, sometimes even unintentionally (beyond the author’s will). As a result of such 
interaction, some new meanings may occur or some additional content may be revealed in 
the works already created. For example, a social media user wondered how one of his friends 
could be a member of Britney Spears fan-group and an admirer of Joseph Brodsky’s poetry. 
Indeed, the combination of such diverse cultural layers makes one imply the presence of 
some implicit meanings in each of them.
The second feature of network culture is impossibility to find the original source of in-
formation. Although the Net once appeared to establish and maintain contacts between per-
sonified communicants, today it is an anonymous community, where each member may 
have several names and express opposite views. The result is that sometimes it is impos-
sible to determine the author of a work of art and according to a figurative expression by 
Kačerauskas, on the Internet, “a thought without an author begins its destructive life of a 
tramp” (2009, p. 94).
Third, the practices of vision change under the influence of network culture. The so-called 
“technogenic sensuality” is formed (Skidan, 2007), which means that a person sees and es-
timates the surrounding world exclusively as represented on a gadget screen. Moreover, an 
event is assessed from the viewpoint of its network impact, stupefaction. That is why a person 
more and more often desists from activity, choosing the role of a video operator to post a 
video online as soon as possible.
Finally, the network culture produces also new genres of art – digital art and new media 
art. Digital art is often defined as a new kind of art, created with modern computer technolo-
gies and, therefore implying that the only space of existence of such works of art is digital 
environment. This kind of art includes such genres as digital painting, hypertext literature, 
ASCII art, pixel art, demoscene, ANSI art, digital poetry, etc. Unlike digital art, new media 
art is a broader notion, including not only art created with digital technologies but also with 
classical means, which, in case of its further digitalization and placing into the digital envi-
ronment (like the context of social networks), acquires certain new qualities. In the context 
of this paper we focused on new media art.
The digital technologies and the new media art significantly influenced both the process 
of creating a work of art and its perception, or, to be exact, the “author–spectator” relation-
ships. The closest effect of network influence is openness and availability of art in the virtual 
space. Everything which is digitalized can be seen any time, any place. Any enquiry – of an 
expert or a layman – can be fulfilled almost immediately, providing the opportunity to listen, 
read, or watch. New abilities appeared for the author, too – their way to a spectator reduced 
to “one click”. But that is not the only result of network culture development.
In the world of traditional art, the author had always been a sacral figure, to whom the 
mystery of creative process gave a special status. The spectator, not possessing the mystery 
of art, always occupied the passive position. Although the serial production of works of 
art, described by Benjamin, made the consumption of works of art a mass process, still this 
mass remained a “silent majority” (using a free allusion to a well-known term by Baudrillard 
(2007), infinitely far from the author.
Today’s network forms of communication, as well as photo- and video-techniques, the 
software enabling to easily change and stylize both images and sound, opened new oppor-
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tunities. Now a spectator may not just perceive and contemplate but take a more active 
position alongside with the author, and even become a co-author. A repost, a like – and a 
consumer is “closer” to the author, while in case of a witty comment, moreover an ironical 
parody, they are almost equal to the author. That is why, in case of network culture, every 
active Internet user is “one’s own director”, as well as an artist, a photographer, a writer, even 
a producer and marketer.
We are not apt to overestimate the scale, significance and, moreover, esthetic value of such 
creative activity of Internet users. It is obvious, however, that till recently there has never 
been such a symmetrical, bilateral interaction of author and spectator in the history of art.
The transformation of the “author–spectator” relation makes one look at a different angle 
at the post-structural concept of the death of the author, formulated several decades before 
social media appeared. On the one hand, appearance of the new media created technical 
abilities for this idea transition from the sphere of philosophical abstractions to the space of 
everyday life and for turning it into a sort of routine social practices. On the other hand, the 
sociocultural reality formed in the virtual space makes one reconsider the understanding of 
authorship which reigned in the European culture since Gutenberg’s epoch. “The author has 
not died, but moved to Facebook”, noted Martynov (2015, p. 4). It means that social media 
do not just free the “text” from the supremacy, “tyranny” of the authorship (Barthes, 1967) – 
in the limit they erase the boundaries between the author and the spectator/reader. In the 
space of social media, the source of new meanings is not so much the author’s text as the 
context per se (network culture and network community). The latter allows the text accreting 
commentaries, interpretations and parodies (some of which sometimes surpass the text by 
the depth and artistic means).
2.2. New media art as a communicative object
Development of the modern digital communicative technologies changes not only the forms 
and methods but also the functions of art, which has more than once occurred in the history 
of art, though. For example, according to Benjamin, in the “pre-technical” epoch the main 
function of a work of art was to serve a magic ritual, then, with occurrence of religion – a 
religious ritual. As for the esthetic component of art, it was insignificant and served an aux-
iliary function. Many works of art, especially in cult establishments, remained unavailable 
to the mass audience and were used only during sacramental rituals. Starting from the Re-
naissance period, under secularization of culture, the expositional potential of a work of art 
became more and more relevant. Even in Vatican City of the 18th century, a picture gallery 
was opened that started, which later became the central museum of the Byzantine and Euro-
pean paintings of the 11th–19th centuries in Vatican City. As a consequence of invention of 
technical means of serial reproduction, art becomes accessible and popular, which, alongside 
with its expositional potential, starts being used as a means of agitation and propaganda.
However, under the network culture, ideological function of art decreases. The efficiency 
of political propaganda is only possible under uncritical perception, which is significantly 
minimized, if not totally excluded, under the network culture. Under the new conditions, 
the asymmetry of the active “author–passive spectator” relations is leveled; the dominating 
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author’s position, which excludes or discredits the alternative viewpoints and different artistic 
interpretations, also disappears. A specific feature of network communication (including by 
means of a work of art) is symmetry of relations, equality of all participants, and abundance 
of alternative sources and channels of information. All this actually excludes control over 
the content of cultural communication, making it impossible to use the latter as a means of 
political propaganda and agitation.
Under the modern conditions of network culture, a significant function of a work of art 
is communication. Network communication, Internet communication are a special type of 
communication, the goal of which has already transformed into an end in itself and is re-
duced to the very fact of contact, not implying any further actions or solving specific tasks. 
Network communication may link people who are not linked by anything else: no common 
views, preferences, interests, or needs.
Turning into a communicative object, a work of art in the Web undergoes a specific 
“negative filtration”, or specific kinds of mediation. The first mediation, let us conditionally 
call it a “social-network” one, means that existence and spreading of a work of art in the 
Web, being “reposted” and “shared”, accumulates comments, forming an averaged collective 
opinion of the communicative community. This impersonalized public opinion is, as a rule, 
a significant factor of personal perception and assessment of an individual subject. Thus, 
the dual relations of the “author–spectator” turn into triad relations “author–communicative 
community–spectator”. In such situation, the artistic value of the work of art per se becomes 
secondary, and sometimes even excessive.
This idea can be illustrated by the example of a film Matilda (2017) by a Russian film 
director Alexei Uchitel, which tells about the relations between a heir to the throne, the 
would-be Nicolas II of Russia and a ballet dancer Mathilde Kschessinska. The film aroused a 
broad scandalous resonance in Russia even before it was shown in cinemas and became the 
object of heated discussion, including in the Internet. Here is one of the reader’s comments 
to the film Matilda published in an Ogonek magazine:
“It seems that the main result of ‘Matildiada’, which gripped the country, is the emer-
gence of the phenomenon of a pre-screen film. It does not exist yet, but it has been al-
ready seen. Felt. Praised with applause. Or accompanied by curses […]. There is hard-
ly any sense in going to the cinema then. The impression has occurred. What can the 
film strip add to it? It has invariably lagged behind the already obtained feeling of the 
film. It is not needed already” (Mel’nikov, 2017).
The film distribution confirms this point of view. By the 2019 data, the film Matilda be-
came the most unprofitable film supported by the Cinema Foundation of Russia: “Matilda’s 
losses became a sort of a record – 550 million rubles” (Zhitkova, 2018).
The second type of mediation of a work of art under network culture can be conditionally 
called technical, as in this case mediation is related to the technological aspects of storing, 
reproducing, translation and consumption of the works of art. On the one hand, network 
formats of communication approximate a work of art to a spectator, making it more acces-
sible and cheap. That was noticed by Benjamin as early as in the epoch of pre-digital repro-
duction of art: technical reproduction “allows an original making a move towards the public” 
(1936) in the form of a photograph or a gramophone record. Under modern conditions, art 
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became even “closer” to a spectator. However, such “proximity” has its negative reverse side. 
Accessibility of an artistic creation, limitedness of its spatial-temporal presence in the sight 
of a spectator the size of a smart phone screen, reduces all physical, psychological, financial 
efforts and expenditures of a consumer of art to a movement of a cursor on a monitor. The 
specific aura of art disappears, as well as its transcending potential, pathos, i.e. everything 
which is traditionally defined as the magic power of art and which allows ascending above 
the daily routine.
Thus, under network culture an artistic creation turns into a communicative object, while 
meeting of a spectator with a work of art becomes mediated both by network communica-
tive community and digital technologies. That is why, despite the availability and seeming 
proximity of a work of art to a modern spectator, they are actually metaphysically alienated 
from artistic creation. Obtaining an artistic creation with a click of a mouse, without extra 
efforts and expenditures, a spectator actually looses more than acquires: they rob themselves, 
depriving themselves of the plenitude of esthetic feelings.
2.3. Dominating of irony in the space of network culture
One of the consequences of such alienation of a spectator from artistic creation is domination 
of ironic attitude to art in the Net.
Interpreted in philosophical sense, irony indicates implicit non-acceptance of reality, de-
priving the situation of the status of reality, legality and seriousness with its explicit (demon-
strated) acceptance and approval.
A feature of implementing ironic attitude in network communication is, first, that it 
cannot always be recognized and detected in this context. In live communication, the ironic 
character of an utterance is, as a rule, rather obvious. Knowing the context of the utterance, 
the personality of the author (gender, age, world outlook, education, etc.), indirect non-
verbal signs (facial expression, gestures, intonation)  – all this allows to rather accurately 
decide whether the utterance should be perceived in direct, literal sense or it contains implicit 
mockery, play upon words and meanings. As the mentioned concomitant factors of com-
munication are lacking in online communication, it is often impossible to identify irony as 
irony and demarcate it from a serious utterance.
Second, in the space of network culture a user may purposefully create the ironic attitude, 
or it may appear involuntarily, as a side effect. As it was stated, in the network communica-
tion “irony appears as an echo, as a result of referring, in a new context to what had been 
said earlier” (Sanina, 2015, pp. 83–84). As a result of digitalization, an artistic creation not 
just loses its original context, indicating its sources, but has the opportunity to acquire new 
interpretations to a much greater extent than before. In the course of numerous “reposting” 
and “sharing”, unexpected meanings, links and senses are revealed. This is a peculiar echo 
effect, inevitably appearing in network culture.
Besides, a work of art is being repeatedly commented in the Net. Re-actualization per se 
of an artistic creation in network culture occurs when it provides reason for communication, 
which may be extensive or laconic, lead to increase or decline of interest in the work of art. 
Due to its rhizomatic nature, network communication does not form a hierarchy among 
communicants, enabling to openly doubt all commentaries or confirm them as obvious. In 
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any case, a user, perceiving a work of art, enters a large field of existing interpretations, which 
apparently (if one agrees with Anna Sanina) is a grounds for ironic attitude:
“The situation is considered ironic if it was designed as having a bi-coherent struc-
ture and causes the corresponding forms of emotions. In other words, the sense of 
irony is formed through our perception of the situation, with the account of other 
people’s perception, which we can easily observe, for instance, in our own Friends 
Page” (2015, p. 84).
Thus, a work of art is initially perceived as something obligatorily ironic in meaning. This 
ambivalence also influences the feelings of a spectator, who becomes distanced from their 
own esthetic reflection and becomes a decentralized subject of esthetic perception. Now a 
person treats seriously neither a work of art nor the emotions it causes in oneself.
Third, as irony cannot be distinctly differentiated or grasped “directly” (unambiguous defi-
nition of the situation or utterance as ironic), it becomes potentially total in the Internet. In 
other words, in online sphere it is impossible to draw a distinct line between a seriously unam-
biguous, literal content of a phenomenon or utterance and their ironic interpretation. Almost 
any utterance, photo, or post may be understood as having ironic content, even if it was not 
implied by the author. This regularity is a consequence from the so called “Poe’s law”2 based on 
a comment written by Nathan Poe in 2005 on an English-language Internet forum on Christi-
anity during a debate on creationism. In the original wording, the law read as follows:
“Without a winking smiley or other blatant display of humor, it is utterly impossible 
to parody a Creationist in such a way that someone won’t mistake for the genuine ar-
ticle” (Wikipedia: The Free Encyclopedia, 2019).
Notably, while the presence of a smiley (Garber, 2013) or direct mention of the said law 
do indicate the need to interpret some utterances as ironical, their absence does not exclude 
the ironic message, does not indicate that the utterance or situation should be perceived liter-
ally. Thus, in the situation of anonymous communication and communicative “echo” (change 
of context or utterance) it becomes impossible to unambiguously recognize irony. Any ironic 
message may be read as a serious, sincere statement; and vice versa, any sincere statement, 
provided it seems improbable or inappropriate to a reader, may be interpreted as irony.
The ironic attitude, which deprives high art of its elite status, may at the same time have 
advantageous influence on the perception of mass artistic product. Kitsch is always seri-
ous in its imitation of genuine art. The ironic attitude to kitsch, the inevitable distance of 
assessment, which a user takes up, allows creating the necessary portion of criticism, thus 
provoking reflection and comprehension of mass culture. As a result, a demand for more 
sophisticated esthetic feelings may be revealed to a spectator of a mass work of art.
However, in both cases the ironic attitude generates additional meanings and senses, 
making a spectator see something other than what was implied by the author. At that, taking 
into account the potentially total character of irony in the Internet, we may conclude that 
within network culture the very environment, the context of existence and reproduction of 
an artistic creation is creatively charged, i.e., they produce a certain “added esthetic value”.
2 Poe’s law as a variation of professional humour is an adage of the Internet users, however, this law has already 
become the subject of serious academic research (LaMarre et al., 2009).
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2.4. Creativity as creation ex nihilo and/or as bricolage
In his work “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” Benjamin stated that 
appearance of cinematography and photography makes one review the very notion of art. To-
day, when almost a century passed after those words were written, we may suppose that the 
appearance of network culture as a media capable of reproducing aesthetic content, as well 
as new media art with their specific ontology, makes us if not review then at least broaden 
the very notion of creativity, which is generic for artistic creativity.
In the broadest sense, creativity is traditionally understood as making something new. 
Turning to manifold definitions of this phenomenon, we may notice that, despite all dif-
ferences, they have common basis of meaning: creativity as making something new out of 
nothing. We may just suppose that this understanding of creativity became basic for the cul-
tures descending from the traditions of Abrahamic religions. The divine creativity ex nihilo, 
being interpreted in secular and humanistic sense during the Renaissance period, became 
perceived as a prototype, a kind of a matrix of human creativity. However, beginning from 
the 20th century, artistic culture demonstrates that a different revelation of creativity is pos-
sible – creativity as “remaking”, “revision”. This is not about making something new out of 
nothing, but more about working with material at hand. The ontological model of such new 
interpretation of creativity is probably the bricolage technique described by Lévi-Strauss.
Bricolage is one of the key Lévi-Strauss’ notions, denoting a special technique of activity 
in preset conditions, under limited set of resources:
“The ‘bricoleur’ is adept at performing a large number of diverse tasks; but unlike the 
engineer, he does not subordinate each of them to the availability of raw materials 
and tools conceived and procured for the purpose of the project. His universe of in-
struments is closed and rules of the game are always to make do with ‘wharever is at 
hand’” (1966, p. 17).
A bricoleur acts with the “remains”, “debris” of cultural and historic events, the meaning 
of which had been originally set by previous epochs.
Apparently, in bricolage the ability for creativity is “separated” from the figure of the 
author and is disseminated around the whole cultural space, including technical means of 
reproduction; it becomes a derivative from certain repeated structures; thus, the author is 
divested of their priority status. The specificity of creativity by bricolage model is not only in 
its fragmentary-patchwork character, but also its anti-narrative property. Narration implies 
linearity, while the reference point is set by the author, who builds and centers the plot on 
oneself. Narrativity is inherent to creativity in its classical sense, when creativity is interpreted 
as making something new out of nothing. Here, it is the author that is the ontological basis 
of creation, thus, the author obtains the priority in relation to all other participants of artistic 
creativity (the environment, the context, the spectator), as well as the right to set the logic 
of narration. In turn, creativity as bricolage breaks the logic of narrativity, as it rejects the 
ontological privilege of the author’s position. Anti-narrativity of bricolage, first, makes an 
artistic work, performed in compliance with this model, mosaic, kaleidoscopic, lacking any 
priority or central position. Second, anti-narrativity makes narration open, disconnected, as 
a creation without a plot has neither a logical beginning (outset), nor ending.
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Creativity understood as bricolage is implemented in the art of postmodernism, with 
its inherent principles of citation, irony, deconstruction, synthetic genres, etc. Supposedly, 
the first artistic experiments performed according to bricolage model were pop-art, trash-
art, etc. In network culture, bricolage as a model of creativity acquires new possibilities for 
implementation.
Thus, in the context of network culture, the environment per se sets the patterns of per-
ceiving works of art by a spectator. For example, the digital technologies as new means of 
technical reproduction, the social networks turning any user into a co-author of a work of 
art, the communication as the main function of art and the communicative echo generated 
by it, the ironic attitude acquiring potentially total character – all this necessarily facilitates a 
certain accruement of meaning, a different interpretation of the esthetic content of creation. 
Getting into the space of network culture, any image accrues certain additional meanings 
and ideas, which sometimes may exceed what was initially preset by the author in terms of 
depth and artistic means, or may discord with it.
Is it correct to refer these new meanings, this “added esthetic value”, generated by the 
network culture as a specific environment, to a category of creativity? To answer this ques-
tion, we turn to speculations of an artist Kandinsky about the essence of art. In his work 
Concerning the Spiritual in Art he wrote: “Every work of art is the child of its age and, in 
many cases, the mother of our emotions” (1910). The outstanding artist of the 20th century 
emphasized that art is not just generated by the historical epoch and reflects it, but should 
evoke certain feelings in a spectator. To the extent new media art corresponds to these two 
conditions, we may refer it to the category of art.
Undoubtedly the new things generated here do not correspond to the definition of cre-
ativity in its traditional interpretation – it is creativity as bricolage or some other type. The 
authors do not claim to have radically reviewed the notion of creativity – we just speak of 
broadening the volume of this notion, it comprising the new types of creativity implemented 
in the modern world, including in the space of network culture, as in the case of bricolage.
The authors are prepared to face doubts and even objections which may occur in a reader 
concerning the ability of network culture and modern art to be “the mother of emotions”. 
Indeed, one cannot but agree with the idea by Kandinsky that the true art should have “a 
deep and powerful prophetic strength” (1910). Therefore, art requires of the author, as well 
as of the spectator, certain spiritual efforts and emotional tension. If one stems from these 
qualities, credited to the true art as attributive ones, then browsing the websites, hanging 
up in social networks, hyperactivity in blogs can hardly be equaled to the spiritual work 
performed by a spectator during live meeting with art in its classical sense. In this case, the 
only way out, which seems to be almost obvious, is to search for the true art and creativity 
beyond the Web. And even beyond the new technologies, which in this sense, according to 
Kačerauskas, become a “means of leveling the creative activity instead of promoting creativ-
ity”, a sort of “an index of anti-creativity” (2017, p. 32). However, this recommendation is as 
obvious as unrealistic. And the problem is not in the utopist character of this idea – even if 
it is hard to imagine a modern person voluntarily refusing from all conveniences of digita-
lization, cinematography will obligingly offer numerous apocalyptic scenarios of humanity 
returning to the pre-digital and even pre-technical epoch. In our opinion, the most serious 
obstacle is that today network culture is no longer a context, an external condition of hu-
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man existence, but is built into the inner world, which is especially vivid in young people, 
starting from the millennial generation. Being interiorized, network culture not from with-
out but from within determines the way of thinking, the means of perceiving information 
and working with it, the patterns of communication, the language picture of the world, the 
artistic-esthetic language (the system of cultural symbols and codes). Digital technologies 
of communication determine even the sensual perception of a modern person, including 
perception of time, space, and motion, thus setting the “parameters” of their meetings with 
the beautiful. Therefore, however primitive new media art may seem compared to traditional 
art and however doubtful the creative potential of bricolage may seem compared to creation 
from nothing – the return to pre-digital culture is hardly possible, as neither the author not 
the spectator, nor the understanding of art and creativity per se will ever be the same. Thus, 
even if we express solidarity with Benjamin in his nostalgia about the aura of the “authentic”, 
“original”, and “genuine”, we should understand that this nostalgia is just “a dream of the lost 
truth” (Eisenman, 1995, p. 182).
Conclusions
Development of digital communication technologies change the ontology of modern art: the 
means of creating, storing and reproducing works of art, as well as the laws of perception. 
First, the “author–spectator” relationships change. Under social media, each Internet user is 
not only a consumer of cultural benefits, art in particular, but also their co-author, at the very 
least. In the space of social media, it is possible to erase the boundaries between the author 
and the spectator/reader, while the source of new meanings is not so much an author’s text 
as the context per se (network culture and network community).
Second, under network culture a work of art turns into a communicative object, while a 
meeting of a spectator with a work of art becomes mediated by both the network community 
and the digital technologies. This leads to distancing, metaphysical dissociating of a spectator 
from a work of art.
Third, one of the consequences of such metaphysical dissociating of a spectator from a 
work of art is ironic attitude to art prevailing in the Internet. Irony in the web appears as 
a result of the cultural “echo”, while the esthetic value of a work of art as a communicative 
object becomes not so significant, and sometimes even excessive.
Fourth, the bricolage model of creativity becomes relevant for new media art; its method-
ological basis if the concept of “bricolage” developed by Lévi-Strauss. Creativity understood 
as bricolage, fragmentary-patchwork and anti-narrative in its essence, finds implementation 
in the art of postmodernism.
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MENO KŪRINYS TINKLO KULTŪROS ERDVĖJE: 
KŪRYBIŠKUMAS KAIP BRIKOLIAŽAS
Aynur SAFINA, Liliana GAYNULLINA, Ekaterina CHEREPANOVA
Santrauka
Tobulėjant moderniosioms informacijos ir komunikacijos technologijoms, atsirado 
naujas unikalus sociokultūrinis reiškinys – tinklo kultūra, kur vyraujanti retorika yra 
ironija. Tinklo kultūros erdvėje skaitmeninių technologijų sąlygomis keičiasi meno 
formos, rūšys ir funkcijos bei kūrybiškumas apskritai. Straipsnyje teigiama, kad ko-
munikacija tampa pagrindine meno funkcija, o meno kūrinys – kuo toliau, tuo labiau 
virsta komunikacijos objektu. Autoriai siūlo išplėsti kūrybiškumo koncepcijos apim-
tį, peržengiant klasikinę interpretaciją, siekiant platesnio šio reiškinio supratimo, o 
būtent kūrybiškumo kaip brikoliažo. Kūrybiškumo brikoliažo modelio metodologi-
nis pagrindas, aktualus naujųjų medijų menui, tai „brikoliažo“ koncepcija, išplėtota 
Claude’o Lévi-Strausso.
Reikšminiai žodžiai: brikoliažas, komunikacija, kūryba, ironija, tinkle kultūra, nau-
jųjų medijų menas.
